
the anxious
communicator



Anxiety - What it is and How it Affects Us
Other Things that Affect Our Anxiety/Work
Checklists - Why They’re Great & How to Use Them
Making Mistakes - We All Do It, So How to Move On
Question Time & Resources

on the agenda for today



about me

Communications Specialist at BC/DC Ideas
Marketing Specialist at Nonprofit.ist
Run my own nonprofit
Proud human of this guy



about me

Also, I have Generalized
Anxiety Disorder and ADHD. 

Disclaimer: I’m not a mental
health professional - I’ve just

been to a lot of therapy &
collect a lot of information.



Poll time!

Mentimeter Code: 8175 0988

https://www.menti.com/al4ngywdznzu
https://www.menti.com/al4ngywdznzu


anxiety



“A sense of fear and apprehension
that puts you on alert. Biologically,

it’s meant to put us in a heightened
sense of awareness so we’re

prepared for potential threaTs.” 
“What Anxiety Does to Your Brain & What You Can Do About It”

 Lifehacker
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Adults have
an anxiety
disorder. 

Anxiety and Depression
Association of America

19.1% 



stress vs anxiety

“Stress is a response to
a threat in a situation.

Anxiety is a reaction to
the stress.”

Anxiety and Depression Association of America



stress vs anxiety



Memory

How anxiety
affects our

bodies

Concentration

Fatigue

Insomnia

A bunch of other things...



“The culture of work right now keeps
us activated, elevated, and drives

anxiety. Urgency rules.”
Anxious Achiever



Other Things that Affect Our Anxiety/Work

TECHNOLOGY 

WORK/LIFE BOUNDARIES

THAT NONPROFIT LIFE

OUR AMOUNT OF WORK

MULTITASKING

CONTEXT SWITCHING



minutes to
get back

into a good
workflow

Workgeist Report | Qatalog

9.5



“If your brain is a computer,
ongoing anxiety and stress
are those programs that
run in the background and
use up tons of memory and
make everything else run
slowly.” 

Healthline



“Avoiding anxiety tends to reinforce it. You can
be anxious and still do whatever you have to do.”

Anxiety & Depression Association of America



Checklists



a checklist IS:



why checklists

“We are by nature flawed and inconsistent creatures.”
Checklist Manifesto



checklists

“They turn people’s brains off
rather than turn them on.” 

Credit: Checklist Manifesto

“A checklist is only an aid. If it
doesn’t aid, it’s not right.”



Getting clear on
expectations is a
great way to
reduce anxiety. 

checklists at the start

Anxious Achiever



Your Job as a Whole

What classifies as
urgent and who gets
to request that? 

What are the
boundaries most
important to you?

What helps you? Think
of it as a menu to
consult when you need
to calm down. 

What’s expected of you?
What roles are you
expected to fill and what
responsibilities do you
have in the team?

URGENCY

EXPECTATIONS

BOUNDARIES

Help menu

What sets off your
anxiety or anxious
feelings?TRIGGERS 



project checklist

What classifies as
urgent and who gets
to request that? 

Who is the lead of the project? 
Who is generating the content? 
Who is the approver? WHO

WHAT What’s the project? 
What are the outputs?
What are the graphic design needs? 

WHEN When is it due? 
What are the deadlines - soft and firm? 

WHY How is the project helping your mission? 



checklists during



challenging anxious thoughts - Socratic questioning

11 Describe the situation
you are worried about.

22 What specifically do
you fear might happen? 

Rate the likelihood that this
will happen (from 0 to 100%)

What evidence supports your
thoughts? What evidence
does not support them? 

If it did happen, what actions
could you take? 

What’s the worst that could
happen? The best? The most
likely?

Are there any useful actions
you could take now?

What would you tell a friend
who was in your situation? 

33

44

55

66

77

88



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Black & white
thinking

Seeing things as either
100% good or 100% bad. 



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Overgeneralizing
Viewing a mistake as 
a never-ending pattern

of defeat. 



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Mind reading
Assuming that other

people will think about
you negatively because

of your mistake. 



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Emotional
reasoning

Assuming that if you
feel something is true,

it must be true.



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Catastrophizing
Imagining the worst-
case scenario and

thinking you wouldn’t
be able to deal with it.



example

types of thinking | Asana

solution

Credit: Asana

Personalizing
Blaming one person (like
yourself) for a situation
that has many causes. 



checklists after



editing process

Substantive
editing Copyediting Proofread

Flow, organization & pacing
Logic
Sentence & paragraph
structure
Voice & tone
Repetitive phrases,
incomplete sentence,
clarity 

Grammar, punctuation,
spelling, etc. 
Check against your style
guide
Accuracy: Facts, dates, etc. 

Last look
Technical check



detailed checklist





Is your audience
correct? 

email checklist

Do you have a subject
line and preview line? 

Are all of your images
displaying? 

Do you have alt text on all
of your images?

Are your links working? 

Are the fonts and colors
correct?

Do you have the correct
send date and time? 



other ways
to help 



Group like tasks together to avoid context switching

task batching

other things that can help

Stop taking on more than you can do because of
expectations/difficulty saying no
“I will set the to-do list for MY capacity, not everyone else’s
desires or priorities.” (Nonprofit Marketing Guide)

boundaries

Block off time on your calendar to look ahead

Set time to organize/plan 



Take a beat before responding to knock yourself out of the loop
of hyperresponsiveness.
Overestimate the amount of time required.
Embrace asynchronous communication.

slow down

other things that can help

Asking for help isn’t weakness or incompetency

Ask for help

Things will get along fine without you and if they don’t, you can
address it when you get back. 

Take time off & rest



an exercise



a longer
exercise



Making
mistakes



So you made a
mistake...



A-ha Moment Mistakes

Four Mistakes Everyone Makes at Work

“A-ha moment mistakes happen
when we do something as we
intended, but later realize it was
the wrong thing to do.”

Harvard Business Review

Sloppy Mistakes
“The errors we make when we
know better, the ones we kick
ourselves for because we’ve
already learned the lesson.” 

stretch Mistakes
“The errors we make when
we’re stretching ourselves
beyond our capabilities.” 

High-Stakes Mistakes
“Those with significant
consequences” 



Poll time!

Mentimeter Code: 5109 0431

https://www.menti.com/
alriv635njuz 

https://www.menti.com/alriv635njuz
https://www.menti.com/alriv635njuz
https://www.menti.com/alriv635njuz


why we make mistakes

Distracted/
Multitasking 

Too much to
do in too

little time 
Rushing

Not fully
understanding
what we we’re

doing
Disorganization Exhaustion



stress &
anxiety

making
mistakes



Fear of
consequences 

Fear of being
judged by others

or criticism 

Unrealistic
expectations of

ourselves

Why We’re
Afraid of

Making
Mistakes 

Why We’re
Afraid of

Making
Mistakes 



moving on
after a mistake

TAKE A SECOND TO FEEL IT & THEN STOP
BEATING YOURSELF UP 

PUT IT IN PERSPECTIVE 

APOLOGIZE/NOTIFY

TAKE ACTION TO REMEDY

RECOGNIZE THAT YOU CAN’T AVOID MISTAKES
COMPLETELY, JUST DO YOUR BEST.



wrap up



“When we look closely, we recognize the same
balls being dropped over & over, even by those
of great ability and determination. We know the

patterns. We see the costs. It’s time to try
something else. Try a checklist.”

Checklist Manifesto





download checklists,
slides & resources

bit.ly/AnxiousCommunicator
contact me

kate@bcdcideas.com

https://bit.ly/AnxiousCommunicator

